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We present early results from a lattice QCD study seeking a bound H-dibaryon using N f = 2
flavors of O(a) improved Wilson fermions and a quenched strange quark. We compute a matrix of two-point functions using operators consisting of the two independent local products of
six positive-parity-projected quarks with the appropriate quantum numbers, which belong to the
singlet and 27-plet irreducible representations of flavor SU(3). To expand this basis, we also independently vary the quark-field smearing, and apply a new scheme to reduce the noise caused
by smearing. We then find the ground-state mass by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem.
We show results from ensembles with pion masses 451 MeV and 1 GeV, and compare with other
lattice calculations.
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1. Introduction
The H-dibaryon is a conjectured six-quark hadron with quark content uuddss that is a scalar
and a flavor singlet [1]. Among the experimental constraints on its existence is the “Nagara” event
from E373 at KEK [2], which found a ΛΛ6 He double-hypernucleus with binding energy BΛΛ =
6.91 ± 0.16 MeV [3]. The absence of a strong decay ΛΛ6 He → 4 He + H implies
mH > 2mΛ − BΛΛ .

(1.1)

2. Lattice methodology
For a set of interpolating operators Oi , we compute a matrix of zero-momentum two-point
functions,
(2.1)
Ci j (t) = ∑hOi (x,t0 + t)O †j (x0 ,t0 )i.
x

We then find effective masses in two ways: from its diagonal elements,
meff,i (t) =

1
Cii (t)
log
,
∆t
Cii (t + ∆t)

(2.2)

and from using the variational method [11] by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem (GEVP),
Ci j (t + ∆t)v j (t) = λ (t)Ci j (t)v j (t);

meff (t) =

− log λ (t)
.
∆t

(2.3)

Both of these effective masses will approach the ground-state mass from above, with exponentiallydecaying excited-state contamination; the variational method serves to eliminate contributions from
the lowest-lying excited states [12].
We construct interpolating operators using products of six positive-parity-projected smeared
quarks fields, of the form
[abcde f ] = ε i jk ε lmn (bTi Cγ5 P+ c j )(eTl Cγ5 P+ fm )(aTk Cγ5 P+ dn ),

(2.4)

where P+ = (1 + γ0 )/2. There are two such local operators that can couple to an H-dibaryon in a
calculation with degenerate u and d quarks [13, 14]:
1
([sudsud] − [udusds] − [dudsus])
48
1
H 27 = √ (3[sudsud] + [udusds] + [dudsus]) ,
48 3
H1 =

which belong to the singlet and 27-plet irreps of flavor SU(3).
2

(2.5)
(2.6)
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Lattice QCD studies of a possible H-dibaryon have been done for nearly thirty years [4]; however, aside from this work, calculations with dynamical fermions have only been done by two collaborations: NPLQCD [5, 6, 7] and HALQCD [8, 9, 10]. These calculations have generally found a
bound H-dibaryon at fairly heavy quark masses, with a binding energy that becomes smaller when
the quark masses are decreased.
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The standard smearing procedure uses Wuppertal smearing [15],
q̃ = (1 + αH)n q,

(2.7)

where H is the gauge-covariant spatial hopping term constructed using spatially APE-smeared
gauge links [16]; generically we write the smearing kernel as Sab (x, y;t). This tends to introduce
noise due to fluctuations in the shape of the smeared field, especially after many steps of smearing [17]. To first approximation, these fluctuations affect the overall amplitude of the smeared
quark field and could be reduced by normalizing:
1
q̃(x,t),
N(x,t)

N(x,t) =

r

∑ |Sab (x, y;t)|2 .

(2.8)

y,a,b

This is simple to apply to a point source but would be rather expensive to compute at the sink. Instead, we introduce a variant of this method, timeslice-normalized smearing, with the normalization
factor summed over each timeslice using stochastic estimation:
q̃N (x,t) =

1
q̃(x,t),
N(t)

N(t)2 =

1

∑
nnoise x,y,a,b,i

|Sab (x, y;t)ηb (y,t)|2 ≈
(i)

∑

|Sab (x, y;t)|2 , (2.9)

x,y,a,b

where η (i) are noise vector fields with expectation value E[η (i) η ( j)† ] = δ i j I. A key feature of
this prescription is that a correlator with timeslice-normalized smearing can be obtained from one
with ordinary smearing by simple multiplication of the smearing factors: for a dibaryon operator,
1
CN (t f ,ti ) = ( N(ti )N(t
)6C(t f ,ti ), where this is applied individually to each sample1 . In practice, we
f)
used 160 Z4 noise vectors with color dilution, which has the same computational cost as smearing
ten propagators.
To obtain high statistics, we also make use of the all-mode-averaging (AMA) technique [18,
19], computing many samples with lower-precision propagator solves and applying a bias correction using a relatively small number of high-precision solves.

3. Results
We performed calculations on two ensembles generated within and provided to us by the CLS
effort, with N f = 2 non-perturbatively clover-improved Wilson fermions, labeled E1 and E5 [20],
which have lattice spacing a = 0.063 fm [21] and lattice volume 64 × 323 . We used a quenched
strange quark with hopping parameter κs tuned such that the ratio (m2K − 12 m2π )/m2Ω takes its physical value. However, on the E1 ensemble we deviated slightly from this tuning to set κs equal to
the light-quark hopping parameter in order to have SU(3)-flavor symmetry. The basic information
about these two ensembles is summarized in Table 1.
The E5 ensemble has a pion mass of 451 MeV. We computed H-dibaryon two-point functions
using both point and smeared (n = 140, α ≈ 0.75) quark fields. Together with the singlet and
1 Note

that although E[N(t)2 ] = ∑x N(x,t)2 does not imply E[N(t)−6 ] = (∑x N(x,t)2 )−3 , with sufficiently many
noise sources the difference is small, and its symmetry properties are never spoiled. To be precise: as long as t f 6= ti ,
the expectation value of CN is a two-point function constructed from quark fields q̃N (x,t) = E[N(t)−6 ]1/6 q̃(x,t), which
depend on the precise details of the set of noise vectors.

3
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q̃N1 (x,t) =
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Label
E1
E5

κud
0.13550
0.13625

κs
0.135500
0.135546

mπ
1 GeV
451 MeV

mπ L
10
4.6

Nconf
168
1881
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Nsrc
128
16

Nsamp
43008
60192

Table 1: Ensemble parameters. Note that Nsrc indicates the number of low-precision source points used per
configuration; in both cases one high-precision source was used. We additionally construct operators using
P− = (1 − γ0 )/2 in place of P+ in Eq. (2.4) to yield both forward and backward-propagating states from each
source and thus two samples per source, using time-reversal symmetry.
1.4
1.3
1.2
ameff

C(t)

hH 1 (t)H 1† (0)i
hH 27 (t)H 27† (0)i
−hH 27 (t)H 1† (0)i
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Figure 1: Data from the E5 ensemble. Left: Diagonal and off-diagonal two-point functions of the two
smeared operators. Right: Diagonal effective masses of the four operators, along with twice the Λ effective
mass.

27-plet combinations, this yields four interpolating operators. The two-point functions computed
with smeared operators are shown in Fig. 1 (left); we find that the cross-correlator between the
singlet and 27-plet operators is suppressed by 2–3 orders of magnitude, indicating that breaking of
flavor-SU(3) is small.
As the lattice spacing is fairly fine, we compute effective masses with a time step ∆t = 3a.
For the four diagonal two-point functions, the effective masses are shown in Fig. 1 (right), along
with twice the effective mass of the Λ baryon. All four H-dibaryon effective masses remain clearly
above the 2mΛ threshold until their signals deteriorate. As should be expected, smearing reduces the
coupling to excited states. In addition, the effective masses of the flavor-singlet operators approach
the ground state faster than the 27-plet operators. Therefore, we consider the singlet operator with
smearing as the “best” single operator; indeed, it is the first to reach a possible plateau at around
t/a = 12. For a final analysis on this ensemble, we use the variational method with the full 4 × 4
matrix of two-point functions. The effective mass as determined from the GEVP is shown in Fig. 3
(left), alongside the effective mass from the “best” single operator and twice the Λ effective mass.
The variational approach yields effective masses that are slightly lower than the “best” operator,
and thus a faster approach to a plateau, at the cost of increased statistical uncertainty. Neither
approach shows a clear sign of a plateau below the 2mΛ threshold and we conclude that the data on
this ensemble do not indicate the presence of a bound H-dibaryon.
As other calculations have found a more strongly bound state at higher pion masses, we used
the E1 ensemble, which has a pion mass of 1 GeV, for comparison. Since the light and strange
quarks are degenerate, there is no mixing between the singlet and 27-plet operators. Therefore,
in order to expand the basis of operators in the singlet channel, we used additional smearings:
4
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Figure 3: Effective masses on the two ensembles, in each case comparing results from the “best” single
operator (see text) and from the variational method against twice the Λ effective mass. Left: E5 ensemble.
Right: E1 ensemble.

in addition to the same smearing used on E5, which we call “medium”, we added “narrow” and
“wide” with half and twice as many steps, for a total of three singlet interpolating operators.
The “wide” smearing introduces additional noise, and thus it benefits the most from timeslicenormalized smearing. This is shown in Fig. 2 (left), where a considerable reduction in noise can be
seen in this operator’s effective mass. The diagonal effective masses for the three singlet operators
are shown in Fig. 2 (right). The “wide” operator approaches a plateau at a similar rate as the
“medium” operator, although it is much noisier. The “narrow” operator has the least noise of the
three, but it has greater contamination from excited states. The plateaus reached by the operators
are consistent with the 2mΛ threshold; i.e., present statistics are insufficient to determine if the
plateaus lie above or below it.
For the variational analysis on E1, we omit the “wide” operator due to its high level of noise
and solve the GEVP for the remaining 2 × 2 matrix of two-point functions. The resulting effective
mass is shown in Fig. 3 (right), alongside the effective mass from the “medium” operator and
2meff,Λ . As was the case for E5, the variational-method result has a slightly faster approach to a
plateau, however it is somewhat noisier than the single operator. There is no plateau clearly below
the 2mΛ threshold, and thus we do not find evidence for a bound H-dibaryon on this ensemble;
however, present statistics are insufficient to rule out the possibility.
5
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Figure 2: Effective masses from the E1 ensemble. Left: Comparison of regular and timeslice-normalized
smearing, for the “wide” singlet operator. Right: Diagonal effective masses of the three operators, along
with twice the Λ effective mass.
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4. Discussion and outlook
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